
D ear Villains! Colleagues 
and Friends!

You are invited to 
participate in a fascinating 
experiment. As you already know, in 
a Galaxy far, far away, Superheroes 
have vanished. The local Villains 
were swift to use this opportunity 
and started a marvelous mayhem. 
They aren’t that experienced yet 
but have already laid hands on 
the antimatter and erected Secret 
Facilities on their planets.

Our duty is to enlighten them by 
setting the poor things on the right 
path of mutual destruction. Share 
your experience, teach disastrous 
tricks to them – and don’t forget to 
retreat before it gets too hot. As we 
always do...

Please submit three copies of your 
signed applications to the galactic 
cash register. The name of the 
lucky winner who is about to join 
the scuffle first will be announced 
separately!

League of Villains Expansion

 
 5 Legendary Villain cards

 
  1 New Legend card  

  5 Run for Power! cards

Intergalactic Components



Initial Setup
1. Shuffle Legendary Villain cards.
2. Add New Legend card to the Domination deck.
3.  Each player takes one Run for Power! card and puts 

it in front of him/her so that the “2 Activations” 
section is on top. 

4.  Open the top card of the Legendary Villain deck. Do 
not execute its Salutation.

The initial setup may be different should you choose 
one of the scenarios suggested in the end of these rules.

New Legend
When a Villain draws New Legend card from the 

Domination deck, discard the current Legendary Villain card 
and open a new one. The Legendary Villain’s Salutation is 
immediately executed. Then New Legend card goes to the 
discard pile, and the Villain who has drawn it takes another 
card from the Domination deck.

Please note that New Legend is neither considered a 
Project, nor Secret Facility, nor Asteroid.

WATCH YOUR FIRE! Sometimes, due to a neglect of 
the Villains, New Legend flies away as an Asteroid. 

Should this happen, let it go! The effect of New Legend 
will be triggered as soon as the card is put to the 
discard pile.

Legendary Villains
Each Legendary Villain card impersonates a Villain 

dispatched by the League of Villains to establish peace and 
justice in the galaxy.

Legendary Villain’s Salutation
There are two icons on the top of each Legendary 

Villain card. This is the Legendary Villain’s Salutation 
expressed in a tangible form. Not a single sane Villain 
would believe nice words. But it’s always great to get a gift!

Breakdown  
of a Legendary 
Villain card

1.  Meet the Villain – 
powerful, mysterious 
and even legendary! Or 
a Villainess – charming 
and cunning!

2.  Salutation is executed 
when the Legendary 
Villain card comes into 
play.

3.  Influence. This ability 
is in effect all the time 
while the card is in play.

4.  Superpower. During his/
her turn, the player may 
use Run for Power! card 
to invoke the Legendary 
Villain’s Superpower.
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Salutation comes into effect when the Legendary Villain 
enters the game (except for the very beginning of the game). 
Each Villain, starting from the one whose turn is now and then 
clockwise, makes a difficult choice between the options on the 
right and on the left. The following choices are available:
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Draw  

a Minion card

Draw 

a Project

Launch  

an Asteroid

Alternatively, instead of the above, a Villain may  
add 1 Activation to his/her Run for Power! card.  
This can not be done if the card already has the  
maximum number of Activations (in the regular  
game mode, 2 Activations is the maximum).



Legendary Villain’s Influence
This ability is in effect all the time while the respective 

Legendary Villain card is in play. It affects all the Villains. 
Yes, yourself too!

Legendary Villain’s Superpower
Each Legendary Villain possesses a unique Superpower. 

Villains may address the Legendary Villain for moral and 
physical support by using Run for Power! card.

Run for Power! card may be used once during your 
turn. It is either rotated by 180 degrees if the side with 
“2 Activations” was up (in the beginning of the game) or 
turned face-down if the side with “1 Activation” was up.

Therefore, Run for Power! card allows you to invoke 
Legendary Villains’ Superpowers two or more times. You 
can replenish your Activations when the a new Legendary 
Villains enters the game – but not above the maximum 
Activations limit set in the beginning of the game. 

League Game Modes
You may play Supervillain with League of Villains 

expansion as described above. Or... you may use it as an 
incredible source of new game modes! 

The Influence of each Legendary Villain is an individual 
game mode. You may pick one Legendary Villain for the 
entire game by simply putting his/her card on the table 
(you may even omit Superpower and Run for Power! cards 
if you want to).

Run for Power! cards allow you to play with 3 or 4 
Activations. Please keep in mind that the Superpowers 
are very... powerful and escalate the tension of the game 
enormously. The flames may be further fueled by bringing 
2 Legendary Villains into the game at once.

If you are playing in teams, you may assign to each 
team its own Legendary Villain to patronize its players. The 
Influence and Superpower of that Legendary Villain would 
affect only his/her team.

Deal one Legendary Villain card to each player. The 
Influence and Superpower of that Legendary Villain would 
affect only that respective player and his/her actions.

Note: In each game mode, when two or more Legendary 
Villains are in play at the same time and a New Legend 
card is drawn from the Domination deck, all the Legendary 
Villains in the game are changed.

More options: 
  Use only Superpowers or only Salutations. 
  Change Legendary Villains not only when New Legend 
card is drawn – but also when the Domination deck is 
reshuffled.
  Every time the Domination deck is reshuffled, each 
Villain gets +1 Activation.
  Legendary Villains are not equally effective. If you 
distribute them among the players (or teams), draw 
in the beginning of the game as many Legendary 
Villain cards as required. Then each player picks one 
Legendary Villain starting from the player who can list 
the names of the Legendary Villains faster than others.
Later, when New Legend card is drawn, the player  
(or team) with the lowest number of Domination Points 
picks the new Legendary Villain first (tie break: lowest 
number of Projects, then lowest number of Minion 
cards). 


